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The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
39 ESL Warm-Ups
A counselor and popular Washington Post contributor offers a new take on grades
6-8 as a distinct developmental phase--and the perfect time to set up kids to
thrive. Middle school is its own important, distinct territory, and yet it's either
written off as an uncomfortable rite of passage or lumped in with other
developmental phases. Based on her many years working in schools, professional
counselor Phyllis Fagell sees these years instead as a critical stage that parents
can't afford to ignore (and though "middle school" includes different grades in
various regions, Fagell maintains that the ages make more of a difference than the
setting). Though the transition from childhood to adolescence can be tough for
kids, this time of rapid physical, intellectual, moral, social, and emotional change is
a unique opportunity to proactively build character and confidence. Fagell helps
parents use the middle school years as a low-stakes training ground to teach kids
the key skills they'll need to thrive now and in the future, including making good
friend choices, negotiating conflict, regulating their own emotions, be their own
advocates, and more. To answer parents' most common questions and struggles
with middle school-aged children, Fagell combines her professional and personal
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expertise with stories and advice from prominent psychologists, doctors, parents,
educators, school professionals, and middle schoolers themselves.

The ELL Teacher's Toolbox
Textbooks are symbols of centuries-old education. They're often outdated as soon
as they hit students' desks. Acting "by the textbook" implies compliance and a lack
of creativity. It's time to ditch those textbooks--and those textbook assumptions
about learning In Ditch That Textbook, teacher and blogger Matt Miller encourages
educators to throw out meaningless, pedestrian teaching and learning practices.
He empowers them to evolve and improve on old, standard, teaching methods.
Ditch That Textbook is a support system, toolbox, and manifesto to help educators
free their teaching and revolutionize their classrooms.

Life After ESL
Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh
ideas! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an experienced but
overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you need more
activities for your conversation or speaking classes. If you're tired of wasting time
wading through the junk on the Internet, then Jackie is here to help. During her
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decade of experience as a CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has
developed countless games and activities for her students. She's sharing her lowprep/no-prep ideas with ESL teachers throughout the world. In 39 No-Prep/LowPrep ESL Speaking Activities, you'll get over three-dozen ideas to use in your own
classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions will show you exactly how to use the
activities during your lessons. Jackie's clearly and concisely explained activities will
help you add instructional variety and put the focus back on your students. If
you're extremely busy or you're simply out of new ideas, Jackie's book makes it
easy to try out new and exciting activities your students will love! Buy the book to
get new lesson plans ready to go in minutes!

ESL Listening Activities for Teenagers and Adults
Adult English language learners who lack print literacy or experience with formal
education encounter a unique set of challenges in their lives and their efforts to
learn English. Educators and policymakers are similarly challenged by how best to
help these adults acquire English literacy. This booklet reviews a variety of
research, including that on language acquisition, literacy development in adults
and children, cognition and brain functioning, adult education, and professional
development. Though research on this specific group of adult learners is sparse,
available findings suggest that they need programs and classes separate from
those for other beginning-level English language learners, with particular attention
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paid to cultural influences and their experiences (or lack thereof) with formal
education. Those who teach these adults can benefit from professional
development opportunities that focus closely on the specific backgrounds,
strengths and needs of these learners.

ESL Intermediate/Advanced Writing
100 TESOL Activities for Teachers is a teacher training manual and activity guide
that has been used by teacher training groups from Korea, China, Japan, Iraq, Peru,
Mexico and many other parts of the world as part of the popular TESOL Certificate
Program: Teach English Now! from Coursera and Arizona State University.
Designed to be practical, these techniques support the general need to
communicate, interact, and make language come alive in the classroom. The
manual is organized into 3 distinct parts: * The first section introduces teachers to
some of the most common activities in English language teaching, followed by
activities categorized by reading, writing, listening, speaking, vocabulary, and
icebreakers. * The second section provides a unique model of lesson planning. This
adaptable model helps teachers prepare organized routines to make classes more
effective and easier to prepare. Includes activities for discussion, giving
instructions, guided and less-guided practice, and independent practice. * The third
section includes downloadable, photocopiable worksheets for the activities
described in the manual.
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Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures
Want to make your classes awesome and cut lesson prep time in half? You'll need
to pick up a copy of ESL Warm-Ups for Kids. Many of your students will not have
spoken English or even given the class a single thought since your last class. Begin
the lesson with a warm-up activity that eases students back into English, orients
them to the upcoming lesson and focuses their attention on the work ahead.
Effective warm-ups are a valuable teaching tool, but finding good ones takes time,
a scarce resource for most teachers. That's what makes ESL Warm-Ups so
valuable. It helps you get your class back into the English mindset while reducing
prep time, so you can focus on other important teaching tasks. This book will make
your classes awesome and will save you time, guaranteed. If you want to get your
ESL or EFL classes off on the right foot, 39 ESL Warm-Ups for Kids 7+ is for you!

The Artful Parent
Practical strategies to support your English language learners The ELL Teacher’s
Toolbox is a practical, valuable resource to be used by teachers of English
Language Learners, in teacher education credential programs, and by staff
development professionals and coaches. It provides hundreds of innovative and
research-based instructional strategies you can use to support all levels of English
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Language Learners. Written by proven authors in the field, the book is divided into
two main sections: Reading/Writing and Speaking/Listening. Each of those sections
includes “Top Ten” favorites and between 40 and 70 strategies that can be used as
part of multiple lessons and across content areas. Contains 60% new strategies
Features ready-to-use lesson plans Includes reproducible handouts Offers
technology integration ideas The percentage of public school students in the U.S.
who are English language learners grows each year—and with this book, you’ll get
a ton of fresh, innovative strategies to add to your teaching arsenal.

39 No-Prep/Low-Prep ESL Speaking Activities: For Teenagers
and Adults
Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh ideas
for online Engish classes! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an
experienced but overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you
need more activities for your online English classes for beginners, intermediate or
advanced students. If you're tired of wasting time wading through the junk on the
Internet, then Jackie is here to help. During her decade of experience as a
CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has developed countless
games and activities for her students. She's sharing her low-prep/no-prep ideas for
teaching English online with ESL teachers throughout the world. In 101 Activites
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and Resources for Teaching English Online, you'll get dozens of ideas to use in your
own virtual classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions will show you exactly how
to use the activities during your lessons. Jackie's clearly and concisely explained
activities will help you add instructional variety and put the focus back on your
students. If you're extremely busy or you're simply out of new ideas, Jackie's book
makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities your students will love! It's
easier than ever to have better TEFL online classes today. Buy the book to get new
lesson plans ready to go in minutes!

71 Ways to Practice English Listening
It's time to find some fresh, new ideas for English grammar classes! Whether
you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an experienced but overwhelmed
instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you need more activities for your
English classes focused on teaching grammar. If you're tired of wasting time
wading through the junk on the Internet, then Jackie is here to help in a big way!
These are the activities that she uses in her own classes. During her decade of
experience as a CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has developed
countless games and activities for her students. She's sharing her low-prep/noprep ideas for grammar teaching with ESL teachers throughout the world. In 39 NoPrep/Low-Prep ESL Grammar Activities and Games, you'll get over three-dozen
ideas to use in your own classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions will show you
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exactly how to use the activities during your lessons. Jackie's clearly and concisely
explained activities will help you add instructional variety and put the focus back
on your students. The teaching tips will help you avoid common pitfalls. Pick up a
copy of the book today if you want to Have better English grammar lessons Help
students improve their grammar skills in a big way Save tons of time when
planning lessons Add some variety into your classes Make English grammar
interesting. Yes, it really is possible! If you're extremely busy or you're simply out
of new ideas, Jackie's book makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities that
your students will love! Buy the book to get new lesson plans for English grammar
classes ready to go in minutes!

Progressive Skills in English
It is possible to teach vocabulary to kids in an interesting, engaging and fun way!
Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an experienced but
overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you need more
vocabulary activities for your classes. If you're tired of wading through the junk on
the Internet to find the one activity or game you can actually use, then Jackie and
Jennifer are here to help. During their 20 years teaching English, they've developed
countless games and activities for their students. Now, they're sharing their
favourite ideas with ESL teachers throughout the world. In 39 ESL Vocabulary
Activities for Teenagers and adults, you'll get over three-dozen ideas to use in your
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own classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions will show you exactly how to use
the activities during your lessons. These clearly and concisely explained
vocabulary activities will help you add instructional variety and put the focus back
on your students. If you're extremely busy or you're simply out of new ideas, Jackie
and Jennifer's book makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities your
students will love! Buy 39 ESL Vocabulary Activities: For Kids (7+) to get new
lesson plans ready to go in minutes! Make your classes even more awesome!

ESL Classroom Management Tips and Tricks
"Every lesson needs a conversation starter. Whether you want to warm up a class,
emphasize a particular grammar or vocabulary lesson, or wrap things up with a fun
twist, ESL Games for the Classroom offers interactive classroom activities that
require little or no prep work to make learning fun. Quick and easy to set-up, the
activities in this book offer engaging ways to use class time effectively. With clear
organization by skill and level, ESL Games for the Classroom is the go-to teacher's
companion for adding educational games to any agenda"--Page 4 of cover.

The Outsiders
Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh
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ideas! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an experienced but
overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you need more
activities for your conversation or speaking classes. If you're tired of wasting time
wading through the junk on the Internet, then Jackie and Jennifer are here to help.
During their decades of experience teaching English, authors Jackie Bolen and
Jennifer Booker Smith have developed countless games and activities for their
students. They're sharing their low-prep/no-prep ideas with ESL teachers
throughout the world. In 101 ESL Activities for Teenagers and Adults, you'll get a
ton of ideas to use in your own classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions will
show you exactly how to use the activities during your lessons. The clearly and
concisely explained activities will help you add instructional variety and put the
focus back on your students. If you're extremely busy or you're simply out of new
ideas, this book makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities your students
will love! Buy 101 ESL Activities for Teenagers and Adults to get new lesson plans
ready to go in minutes!

101 Activities and Resources for Teaching English Online
The Future Tense of Teaching in the Digital Age The digital environment has
radically changed how and what students need and want to learn, but has
educational delivery radically changed? Get ready to be challenged to
accommodate today’s learners as opposed to allowing default classroom practices.
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With its touches of humor and choose-your-own-adventure approach, the book
encourages readers to search for interesting, relevant or required material and
then jump right in. At its core, readers will: Consider predictions about future
learning. Understand how to leverage nine core learning attributes of digital
generations. Discover ten critical roles educators can embrace to remain relevant
in the digital age.

Place Value
Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh ideas
for reading classes! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an
experienced but overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you
need more activities for your English reading classes for beginners, intermediate or
advanced students. If you're tired of wasting time wading through the junk on the
Internet, then Jackie is here to help. During her decade of experience as a
CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has developed countless
games and activities for her students. She's sharing her low-prep/no-prep ideas
with ESL teachers throughout the world. In ESL Reading Activities for Kids (6-13),
you'll get over three-dozen ideas to use in your own classroom. The highly-detailed
descriptions will show you exactly how to use the activities during your lessons.
Jackie's clearly and concisely explained activities will help you add instructional
variety and put the focus back on your students. If you're extremely busy or you're
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simply out of new ideas, Jackie's book makes it easy to try out new and exciting
activities your students will love! It's easier than ever to have better TEFL reading
classes today. Buy the book to get new lesson plans ready to go in minutes!

39 ESL Review Games and Activities
39 Awesome 1-1 ESL Activities
You had better not monkey around when it comes to place value. The monkeys in
this book can tell you why! As they bake the biggest banana cupcake ever, they
need to get the amounts in the recipe correct. There’s a big difference between
216 eggs and 621 eggs. Place value is the key to keeping the numbers straight.
Using humorous art, easy-to-follow charts and clear explanations, this book
presents the basic facts about place value while inserting some amusing monkey
business.

Esl Classroom Activities for Teens and Adults
An e-book edition of War Horse with movie stills, behind-the-scenes photos,
storyboards, and more! In 1914, Joey, a beautiful bay-red foal with a distinctive
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cross on his nose, is sold to the army and thrust into the midst of the war on the
Western Front. With his officer, he charges toward the enemy, witnessing the
horror of the battles in France. But even in the desolation of the trenches, Joey's
courage touches the soldiers around him and he is able to find warmth and hope.
But his heart aches for Albert, the farmer's son he left behind. Will he ever see his
true master again?

101 ESL Activities
This handbook for ESL instruction features fluency activities, grammar drills, and
175 ideas to make learning English fun and effective for foreign speakers. Includes
games and quizzes for all levels.--Adapted from cover.

Study Tips to Learn English Faster
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only himself until he is
separated from the little girl who adores him and travels across the country,
acquiring new owners and listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr Lib
Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.

ESL Reading Activities For Kids (6-13)
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Are your English listening skills holding you back from success? What would it
mean to your studies or career to be able to listen fluently in English? The habits
and study tips in 71 Ways to Practice English Listening: Tips for ESL/EFL Learners
are designed to improve your English listening quickly and easily. Jackie Bolen and
Jennifer Booker Smith have nearly thirty years experience teaching ESL/EFL. In this
book, they have organized the advice they have given countless students to help
reach their listening goals from improving a test score, to getting a job, to
watching English movies and TV, or traveling around the world. It really is possible
to improve your listening skills, whether you're a beginner, or advanced student. In
this book, you'll find out how reading more can improve your listening, where to
find the best free resources online, and how to make the most of your study time.
You'll also find some fun ideas for improving your listening. There is even a tip
about how to eavesdrop well! Pick up 71 Ways to Practice English Listening today
and get started. Better English listening is in your future!

War Horse
Don't miss the first and bestselling book in the beloved Pete the Cat series! Pete
the Cat goes walking down the street wearing his brand-new white shoes. Along
the way, his shoes change from white to red to blue to brown to WET as he steps in
piles of strawberries, blueberries, and other big messes! But no matter what color
his shoes are, Pete keeps movin' and groovin' and singing his songbecause it's all
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good. Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes asks the reader questions about the
colors of different foods and objects—kids love to interact with the story. The fun
never stops—download the free groovin’ song. Don't miss Pete's other adventures,
including Pete the Cat: Rocking in My School Shoes, Pete the Cat and His Four
Groovy Buttons, Pete the Cat Saves Christmas, Pete the Cat and His Magic
Sunglasses, Pete the Cat and the Bedtime Blues, Pete the Cat and the New Guy,
Pete the Cat and the Cool Cat Boogie, Pete the Cat and the Missing Cupcakes, Pete
the Cat and the Perfect Pizza Party, and Pete the Cat: Crayons Rock!

Pete the Cat: I Love My White Shoes
Want to make your classes awesome and cut review lesson prep time in half? You
need 39 ESL Review Games and Activities for Kids (6-13). Many of your students
think that review classes are boring and with good reason. They often are! But,
they don't have to be! Effective review games and activities are a valuable
teaching tool because language is learned mainly through repetition. However,
finding good review activities takes time, a scarce resource for most teachers.
That's what makes 39 ESL Review Games so valuable. It helps your students
review English grammar and vocabulary while reducing prep time, so you can
focus on other important teaching tasks. This book will make your classes
awesome and will save you time, guaranteed. If you want some fun, engaging, and
useful review games and activities that your students will love, 39 ESL Review
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Games and Activities for Kids (6-13) is for you!!

The ESL / ELL Teacher's Survival Guide
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities
in this completely revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for
young children to tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore
new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills and developing selfconfidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to
encourage creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio space
in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this book gives you all
the information you need to get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best
materials for your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare art
activities to ease children through transitions, engage the most energetic of kids,
entertain small groups, and more * Encourage artful living through everyday
activities * Foster a love of creativity in your family

Ditch That Textbook
Winner of the Newbery Medal and the National Book Award! This #1 New York
Times bestselling, modern classic in which boys are forced to dig holes day in and
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day out is now available with a splashy new look. Stanley Yelnats is under a curse.
A curse that began with his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-greatgrandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnatses. Now Stanley has
been unjustly sent to a boys’ detention center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys
build character by spending all day, every day digging holes exactly five feet wide
and five feet deep. There is no lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot
of holes. It doesn’t take long for Stanley to realize there’s more than character
improvement going on at Camp Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because
the warden is looking for something. But what could be buried under a dried-up
lake? Stanley tries to dig up the truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of
crime and punishment—and redemption. Includes a double bonus: an excerpt from
Small Steps, the follow-up to Holes, as well as an excerpt from Louis Sachar’s new
middle-grade novel, Fuzzy Mud. "A smart jigsaw puzzle of a novel." --The New York
Times WINNER OF THE BOSTON GLOBE-HORN BOOK AWARD A NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW NOTABLE CHILDREN'S BOOK SELECTED FOR NUMEROUS BEST BOOK
OF THE YEAR AND ALA HONORS

Rules
Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh ideas
for listening lessons! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an
experienced but overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you
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need more activities for your listening classes. If you're tired of wasting time
wading through the junk on the Internet, then Jackie is here to help. During her
decade of experience as a CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has
developed countless games and activities for her students. She's sharing her lowprep/no-prep ideas for listening comprehension lessons with ESL teachers
throughout the world. In ESL Listening Activities for Teenagers and Adults, you'll
get dozens of ideas to use in your own classroom. The highly-detailed descriptions
will show you exactly how to use the activities during your lessons. Jackie's clearly
and concisely explained activities will help you add instructional variety and put
the focus back on your students. If you're extremely busy or you're simply out of
new ideas, Jackie's book makes it easy to try out new and exciting activities your
students will love! Buy the book to get new listening comprehension lesson plans
ready to go in minutes!

Adult English Language Learners
Quick, daily classroom lessons for improving students' grammar and writing skills
This must-have resource features 180 practical, ready-to-use grammar and usage
lessons and activities–one for each day of the school year. The activities included
help students in grades 5-12 to acquire, improve, and expand their grammar skills,
and become more adept and confident writers. Veteran educator and best-selling
author Jack Umstatter helps teachers to familiarize students with the type of
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grammar-related content found on standardized local, state, national, and college
admissions tests. Includes ready-to-use, yet comprehensive and authoritative
activities for use as sponge activities, extra homework, or regular daily lessons
Reproducible lessons are designed to be non-intimidating and clear for students
Other titles by Umstatter include Grammar Grabbers!, 201 Ready-to-Use Word
Games for the English Classroom, Brain Games!, and Got Grammar? Tips for
educators on how to best utilize each specific topic or lesson are included for easy
classroom instruction.

39 No-Prep/Low-Prep ESL Grammar Activities and Games: For
Teenagers and Adults
Are you tired of spending too much time planning one-on-one lessons, only to end
up wishing that the clock would move faster? How much time and energy would
you save with dozens of activities at your fingertips which could easily be used to
teach the material of your choice? This book gives you the inside scoop for one-onone lessons that both you and your student will enjoy. If you have thought about
tutoring but were unsure of what to do, this book has everything you need!
--publisher description.

Teaching Unplugged
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Even experienced ESL teachers get stuck in a rut. It's time to find some fresh ideas
for reading classes! Whether you're a first-time ESL/EFL/TEFL teacher, an
experienced but overwhelmed instructor, or an instructor without a textbook, you
need more activities for your English reading classes for beginners, intermediate or
advanced students. If you're tired of wasting time wading through the junk on the
Internet, then Jackie is here to help. During her decade of experience as a
CELTA/DELTA certified teacher, author Jackie Bolen has developed countless
games and activities for her students. She's sharing her low-prep/no-prep ideas
with ESL teachers throughout the world. In ESL Reading Activities for Teenagers
and Adults, you'll get over three-dozen ideas to use in your own classroom. The
highly-detailed descriptions will show you exactly how to use the activities during
your lessons. Jackie's clearly and concisely explained activities will help you add
instructional variety and put the focus back on your students. If you're extremely
busy or you're simply out of new ideas, Jackie's book makes it easy to try out new
and exciting activities your students will love! It's easier than ever to have better
TEFL reading classes today. Buy the book to get new lesson plans ready to go in
minutes!

501 Riddles and Trivia Questions
This is the book for those who've been teaching English abroad but are serious
about returning to their home countries and are willing to do whatever it takes to
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be successful, putting in the hard work to find decent jobs and build lives for
themselves. If you're ready, you'll need to read this book for some solid advice to
get you off on the right foot! In order to offer this advice, I surveyed 55 old friends
and random Internet strangers about their experiences going home, after teaching
abroad in order to find out what they are doing for work and also what advice they
could offer to those thinking about doing the same thing. They had some excellent
advice as well as a wealth of information to share. If you're tired of teaching
abroad, want to return home, but aren't quite sure what to do for work or how to
make this transition, "Life After ESL: Foreign Teachers Returning Home" is the book
you need to buy now.

Keep Talking
Master ESL (English as a Second Language) Writing with the study guide designed
for non-native speakers of English. Skill-building lessons relevant to today's topics
help ESL students write complete sentences, paragraphs, and even multiparagraph essays. It's perfect for classroom use or self-guided writing preparation.
DETAILS - Intermediate drills for improving skills with parallel structure, mood,
correct shifting errors & dangling participles - Advanced essay drills focusing on
narrative, descriptive, process, reaction, comparison and contrast - Superb
preparation for students taking the TOEFL (Test of English as Foreign Language)
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The Grammar Teacher's Activity-a-Day: 180 Ready-to-Use
Lessons to Teach Grammar and Usage
A much-needed resource for teaching English to all learners The number of English
language learners in U.S. schools is projected to grow to twenty-five percent by
2025. Most teachers have English learners in their classrooms, from kindergarten
through college. The ESL/ELL Teacher?s Survival Guide offers educators practical
strategies for setting up an ESL-friendly classroom, motivating and interacting with
students, communicating with parents of English learners, and navigating the
challenges inherent in teaching ESL students. Provides research-based
instructional techniques which have proven effective with English learners at all
proficiency levels Offers thematic units complete with reproducible forms and
worksheets, sample lesson plans, and sample student assignments The book?s ESL
lessons connect to core standards and technology applications This hands-on
resource will give all teachers at all levels the information they need to be effective
ESL instructors.

Holes
Progressive Skills in English 1: Course Book Do you need English in your studies?
Then you need the Progressive Skills in English Course. The course builds the skills
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required for lectures, tutorials, reading research and written assignments in
English. Now with fantastic, extensive online resources at www.skillsinenglish.com
Listening skills include: waiting for definitions recognizing time signposts predicting
the next word from context understanding location Speaking skills include:
organizing a talk choosing the tense taking turns checking sounds in a dictionary
giving a scientific explanation introducing a talk Reading skills include: preparing
to read recognizing advice dealing with new words finding and using topic
sentences transferring information to a table Writing skills include: organizing
information into paragraphs gathering and recording information using
chronological markers referring to tables and figures writing about a photograph
Go to www.skillsinenglish.com for fantastic, free student resources to practise, and
improve on your skills. Resources include practice activities for: vocabulary,
grammar, reading, listening and speaking. Did you know? Progressive Skills is also
available in separate Listening & Speaking, Reading and Writing courses.
Accompanying Progressive Skills in English 1 Workbook and Teacher's Book also
available.

A Brief History of the Future of Education
501 Riddles and Trivia Questions is written for teachers, by teachers! Do your
students groan at the thought of one more game of hangman to fill those dreaded
spare few minutes at the end of class? Do you want to help ease your students into
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learning with a bit of fun at the beginning of class? Not sure what to do with those
students who always seem to finish everything so quickly? With this book of 501
graded and categorized trivia questions and riddles, you can develop your
students' critical thinking skills and give them a little fun instead! No more
hangman games. No more starting your lesson the boring way. No more earlyfinishers distracting the other students. Jackie Bolen and Jennifer Booker Smith
have over 25 years combined experience teaching and creating materials for fun,
engaging and interesting classes. In 501 Riddles and Trivia Questions, you'll get
the questions and answers in a well-organized, teacher-friendly format. It's the
book written for teachers, by teachers. But the best part is that it also comes with
links to bonus PDFs so you can have high-quality, printable worksheets at your
fingertips. They're perfect for those students who always finish their work early,
group work, party days, or some Internet research practice. Pick up your copy of
501 Riddles and Trivia Questions: For Teachers of Kids (7-13) today and inject a
little more fun in your classes tomorrow!

100 TESOL Activities for Teachers
50 years of an iconic classic! This international bestseller and inspiration for a
beloved movie is a heroic story of friendship and belonging. No one ever said life
was easy. But Ponyboy is pretty sure that he's got things figured out. He knows
that he can count on his brothers, Darry and Sodapop. And he knows that he can
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count on his friends—true friends who would do anything for him, like Johnny and
Two-Bit. But not on much else besides trouble with the Socs, a vicious gang of rich
kids whose idea of a good time is beating up on “greasers” like Ponyboy. At least
he knows what to expect—until the night someone takes things too far. The
Outsiders is a dramatic and enduring work of fiction that laid the groundwork for
the YA genre. S. E. Hinton's classic story of a boy who finds himself on the outskirts
of regular society remains as powerful today as it was the day it was first
published. "The Outsiders transformed young-adult fiction from a genre mostly
about prom queens, football players and high school crushes to one that portrayed
a darker, truer world." —The New York Times "Taut with tension, filled with drama."
—The Chicago Tribune "[A] classic coming-of-age book." —Philadelphia Daily News
A New York Herald Tribune Best Teenage Book A Chicago Tribune Book World
Spring Book Festival Honor Book An ALA Best Book for Young Adults Winner of the
Massachusetts Children's Book Award

The Ultimate ESL Teaching Manual
Do you want to improve your English skills quickly and easily? What would it mean
to your studies or career to be able to speak and write freely in English? How about
understanding more of what you hear or read? The 200+ tips and habits in Study
Tips to Learn English Faster are designed to improve your English quickly and
easily. Jackie Bolen and Jennifer Booker Smith have nearly thirty years experience
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teaching ESL/EFL. In this book, they have organized the advice they have given
countless students to help them reach their English speaking, writing, reading, and
listening goals from improving a test score, to getting a job, to giving business
presentations in English. In this book, you'll find out how reading more can improve
your spoken English, where to find the best free resources online, and how to make
the most of your study time. You'll also find lots of fun ideas for improving your
English. Learning English doesn't have to be boring! There is even a tip to help you
earn money while you practice speaking! Pick up Study Tips to Learn English
Faster: Become Fluent Quickly and Easily today and get started. Improved English
skills are in your near future! Get a better job! Be able to study abroad. Find an
English speaking boyfriend or girlfriend! Watch English movies without subtitles.
Are you ready for some English speaking, reading, listening, and writing awesome?
Pick up your copy today. Study Tips to Learn English Faster: Become Fluent Quickly
and Easily by Jackie Bolen and Jennifer Booker Smith will help you stay motivated
while consistently improving your English skills.

39 ESL Vocabulary Activities
Take the reins in class with these actionable tips and strategies for ESL classroom
management. What more could you accomplish in class, if you weren't losing
valuable minutes coaxing students to participate or transitioning between
activities? Authors Jennifer and Jackie have a combined 25 years of experience in
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the TEFL classroom. In this book, you'll: Learn how to get the entire class involved.
Discover how to plan a lesson and organize your class. Learn motivation and
discipline strategies that work. Get some tips for forging a strong, productive
relationship with your co-teacher. Prepare yourself with go-to activities for those
"surprise" classes. And so much more! Get your copy of ESL Classroom
Management Tips and Tricks today and have a less-stressful, more-productive
class tomorrow!

ESL Reading Activities for Teenagers and Adults
Middle School Matters
Are you thinking about earning a living teaching English but you don't know how?
Buy The Ultimate ESL Teaching Manual and discover a skill that will serve you for
the rest of your life. What people are saying about The Ultimate ESL Teaching
Manual on Amazon 'What a great book! Andromeda's knowledge and experience
shines through. She gets straight to the point, gives very clear grammar
explanations and loads of practical help, ' Sheila Longden. 'This is a one-stop shop
for preparing powerful classes that throws out the need for costly and confusing
text books. Priceless!' Amazon Customer. 'Great book, saved me hours of prep!
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Each grammar point comes with its own speaking activity so you won't run out of
ideas about what to teach your students.' TeacherA24. The Ultimate Teaching ESL
Manual is a complete English teaching system designed so that any native speaker
(with TEFL experience or not) can pick up the book and start teaching. With this
book you will have the power to: Start teaching English online or in the classroom
now with a step-by-step guide to teaching every grammar point in the English
language. Never run out of words with over 60 vocabulary sets to teach covering
beginner, intermediate, advanced to super-advanced levels. Keep your students
engaged with follow-on activities for every class including role plays, games and
problem solving activities. Cut down on preparation time with all lessons planned
out for you. Add interest to your classes with an appendix full of illustrated
worksheets which Manual owners can download in high resolution from the book's
website. Travel light and save money on expensive textbooks with everything you
need to teach English in one book. Provide students with fantastic lessons they
want with a methodology focused on language learning through speaking practice.

ESL Games for the Classroom
This practical book contains over 100 different speaking exercises, including
interviews, guessing games, problem solving, role play and story telling with
accompanying photocopiable worksheets.
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